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for unc3004 (aka aryant and unc2452) we have seen multiple sessions of credential theft from multiple
victim organizations dating back to at least early 2014. during the initial credential theft and credential

installation process, the attackers used stolen credentials to access the victim's network. once inside the
network, the attackers are capable of accessing a broad set of resources that includes databases, web

servers, email servers, cloud storage, ftp servers, and other services. the attackers are known to use the
win32.jihadi.a and win32.b threat groups to distribute their malware. they have been active since at least

late 2013 through at least february 2017. possible cause: this error occurs when the device does not
accept any of the update or scan commands. in this case, the device may not be running the latest
firmware, but that is unlikely the cause in a production environment. 1. select language and version

select the software language you need select "zaprite začať s novou verzi vytvorení (new vci) software"
select the software version you need, like zaprite začať s verzi 1423 (1423) click send select firmware
version 1423, click update button firmware update finished. click ok 4. install multi prog plug-in open
multi prog pro interface>>plug-in>>add plug-in select the multidiag pro+ (vci) plug-in and click add

click ok click ok to add the plug-in when install is completed, click finish open multi prog pro
interface>>settings click update select the firmware version you need, like firmware version 1423 click

update
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recall that in early june of 2014, mandiant's prime target
was not necessarily public and private entities. its prime

target was microsoft because of its critical role in computer
security for the biggest corporations in the world. now, the

most recent activity that we uncovered was the use of
these tools to target adobe because they provide essential
tools for individuals who use microsoft's windows os and if
they are using any other os, they are used by individuals
running those platforms to access their computers and
manage their files. one quick example of this was their

targeting of user passwords, locking them to rdp so that
they can't access the internet as well as their use of wssim.
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both of these tools were tied in to the groups operating out
of the international computer science institute. each of
these groups shared some common characteristics and

tactics. they created relatively small self-contained groups.
they maintained servers. typically, they used publicly

available software as well as some custom-built software.
they targeted infrastructure used by organizations all over
the world. they attacked these organizations by exfiltrating

information and stealing passwords to gain access to
websites. in order to better understand their infrastructure,
we identified their servers that they used to communicate

with the infrastructure and others. these included the
domains: nflovesautobaresolicitudinarieloma.com,

exevet.com, and dvtoffices.com. most of the infrastructure
consisted of windows 7 machines that attackers would use
to go after computer systems. they could be seen on web

logs as going after computer systems and attempting to get
access to those systems. 5ec8ef588b
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